The type MCGC115 Crane/Forklift Goods Cage is designed to convey loose or palleted goods using either a Forklift or Crane. The full width gate allows 1000mm square pallets to be placed inside the Cage if required.

The standard Cage is 1200mm square overall and 1180mm high with a gate opening of 1050mm. Stacking Feet underneath the Cage allow it to be stacked on top of each other – 3 high when empty, 2 high when full.

SPECIFICATIONS:
- 4 point lift
- Working Load Limit 1000kg
- Unit Weight 180kg
- Pocket Size 185 x 85mm
- Pocket Centres 500mm
- Horizontal C of G 550mm
- Stackable
- Enamel Painted / Zinc Plated Finish
- Chains not included

6mm ANCHOR CHAIN WITH SHACKLE & SNAP HOOK FOR SECURING RAMP TO GATE IN VERTICAL POSITION FOR STORAGE

Forklift / Crane Goods Cage MCGC115 Specifications